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Abstract—The emerging three-dimensional integrated circuit
(3D IC) provides a promising solution for sustainable computer
performance scaling. However, the high cost due to the complex
pre-bond/intermediate testing and the low compound yield hinder
the commercial adoption of 3D ICs. The defect clustering is
found biasing the yield prediction, resulting in an unrealistic cost
estimation at the early design stage. Under defect clusterings,
it is possible that we eliminate the pre-bond/intermediate test.
Moreover, components in a chip might be functional even with
defects, which leads to the partially functional dies. Therefore,
in this work, we propose a framework to analyze the cost
benefit with test elimination and partially functional dies. To
support our proposed framework, a hierarchical yield model
and an analytical model for test elimination considering defect
clustering are provided. Through analyzing the impact of the
pre-bond/intermediate test elimination on the final stacking cost
with our framework, we show that the wafer cost is the most
important factor on the test elimination. Moreover, further cost
saving can be obtained by combining partially functional dies
with test elimination.

I. INTRODUCTION

Three dimensional integrated circuit is one of the promis-
ing solutions to overcome the interconnect bottleneck and
offers opportunities for future advanced computing system
with CMOS technologies. Plenty of benefits are provided
by 3D ICs, namely smaller footprint, shorter interconnect,
and the capability of heterogeneous integration. However,
several shortcomings hinder the commercial adoption of 3D
designs. Among these challenges, the 3D integration cost
(both recurring and non-recurring cost) is one of the dominant
factors [1, 3, 19] since the profit margin is the driving force
for industrial migration to 3D designs.

In the final system cost breakdown, test cost stands out as
one of the major contributors [1, 2, 15]. In addition, as the
CMOS manufacturing process becomes mature, the fabrication
cost decreases, which results in a higher percentage of the
test cost. Moreover, in 3D designs, testings pose numerous
challenges due to the insufficient understanding of 3D testing
issues and the lack of efficient testing solutions. There are
two major reasons lead to the testing differences between 3D
designs and 2D counterparts. The first reason is that any given
layer may contain uncompleted modules (e.g., networks for
power delivery and clock distribution) due to the function
partitioning in 3D ICs. The thinned wafer and the resulted
mechanical vulnerability are the second reason. Wafers need
to be thinned to expose vertical vias (i.e. TSVs). However,

the wafer level probing force, which is about 60-120kg per
wafer [10], may damage the thinned wafers.

Pre-bond and intermediate tests are unique in die-to-wafer
(D2W) and die-to-die (D2D) stackings. Previous studies have
shown that cost saving can be obtained through the pre-
bond/intermediate testing because it eliminates further pro-
cess steps on failed stackings [6, 13, 15]. However, these
observations are based on the wafer yield which may be
underestimated through the Poisson model or the Generalized
Negative Binomial (GNB) model [12]. With the presence of
defect clustering [9, 14], the die yield should be determined
by both the defect count and the defect distribution. If most
defects are clustered in a small region, die yield could be
significantly higher than the case with random distribution,
even though the defect rates are the same. Therefore, under
this circumstance, potentially we can eliminate the pre-bond
and intermediate testings without elevating the integration cost.

To further reduce the integration cost, we also investigate
how the partially functional dies help the system cost. In order
to provide advanced and robust performance, multiple disjoint
units with the same functionality might be placed on a single
die (e.g., homogeneous multicore designs). Partially functional
die represents the die that contains some workable units even
one or several units are malfunctioned. Rather than simply
discarding them, we can sort out the slightly defective dies
for lower price according to the design expectation, that is,
the expectation of the number of functional units per die.
Thus, the traditional concept of bad die is changed to partially
functional die for homogeneous multi-unit designs. Therefore,
partial yield is defined as the raio of defective dies that can
fulfill the design expectation accordingly.

To help manufactures and designers make testing decisions
at the early design stage, we build a cost benefit analysis
framework. In addition to the testing elimination decision,
the framework also provides the estimated system cost using
corresponding analytical models. To support the proposed
framework, we further provide a hierarchical yield model to
estimate both die and partial yields. We reveal the analytical
model for partial yield by investigating the relation between
partial yield and the density of defect clustering. With this
framework, we discuss how different cost parameters influence
the system cost. From the analyses, we find that wafer cost is
the most significant factor on test elimination and cost saving.
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Fig. 1. The test cost percentage in 3D integration with different die yields

II. PRELIMINARIES AND MOTIVATION

In this section, the preliminaries of die yield calculation and
the motivation example are demonstrated. Previous work on
3D cost analyses and yield enhancement are briefly introduced.

Preliminaries on yield modeling. GNB yield model, as
shown in Equation 1, is prevalently used in previous studies
for the depiction of defect clustering, when the defect density
(D0) and die area (A) are given. By adjusting the parameter
α, different clustering degrees can be expressed. The smaller
value of α, the higher clustering degree.

Y (GNB) = (1 +
D0A

α
)−α (1)

Even the GNB yield model considers the defect clustering
to some extent, it cannot accurately capture the die yield under
extreme clustered defects. Moreover, the value of α is hard to
determined even given the defect distribution on a wafer.

Motivation. As manifested from previous studies [2, 3, 15],
the test cost is one of the major contributors of the 3D
system cost. We assume a 4-layer D2W stacking is used, and
vary the test cost (increasing the test cost up to 4 times)
and die yield to illustrate the ratio of test cost. The cost
parameters (value of test cost, wafer cost, etc.) are consistent
with the prior study [15]. The cost estimation is based on
previous 3D cost model [3] and the results are depicted
in Figure 1. When the die yield increases, which is likely
to happen due to the continuous evolvement of fabrication
process, the test cost increases almost linearly. The growing
step becomes larger with higher testing costs. For example,
when the testing cost is four times of the original value, the
percentage increases more than 3%, while in the original case,
the percentage increases less than 1%. Moreover, according to
the observations in [2], the testing cost percentage increases
with more stacking tiers. In this example, the testing circuit
overhead is not included, resulting in an underestimated test
cost. If the pre-bond/intermediate test is performed for every
die and every intermediate stacking in D2W integrations, the
circuit overhead for testing makes the test cost unaffordable.

The compound yield of the whole stacking would influence
the selection of test flows. Therefore, we want to study when
the die yield is high, what would happen to the system cost if
we eliminate the testing. Assume a wafer has a defect rate of
0.5 defects/cm2 and a diameter of 300mm, and the die area
is 50mm2. The calculated yield with GNB model is 81.65%.
The compound yields are as low as 66.67%, 54.43%, and
44.45% when the stacking contains 2 tiers, 3 tiers, and 4 tiers,
respectively. With our die yield simulation, which generates
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Fig. 2. The normalized system cost of four cost estimation combinations.

defect maps with given clustering degree, the statistical die
yield can be as high as 97.6%, marked as the simulated yield.

Based on the assumption above, we conduct a study to find
out the cost influence when eliminating pre-bond/intermediate
testings. The integration system costs of four cases are shown:
GNB model with tests (basic case), GNB model without tests,
simulated yield with tests, and simulated yield without tests.
Figure 2 shows the system costs of 3 and 4 layers stackings
which are normalized to the cost of 2-layer basic case. We
observe that the cost saving from only manufacturing yield
improvement is not so obvious when comparing cases 1 and
3 which are with tests. However, when comparing cases 2
and 4, dramatic cost saving is achieved with higher die yield.
Moreover, when the die yield is high enough (case 3 and
4), the estimated cost difference between testing and testing
elimination scenarios becomes negligible, meaning that the
cost saving from testings is marginal. These results reveal the
opportunity of eliminating pre-bond/intermediate tests when
the yield is high. The test elimination poses negligible cost
overhead yet can shorten the time to market.

Prior Work. The 3D test cost and system cost have
been modeled and analyzed by previous studies [2, 3, 15].
Numerous cost-efficient designs and optimization flows are
explored [1, 19, 20]. Researchers find that the selection of
testing flows has significant impact on the final integration
cost [1, 15]. The 3D testing can be categorized into four steps:
pre-bond tests to filter good dies; intermediate tests to ensure
the functionality after die bonding; pre-package tests for the
whole 3D integration before package; and post-package tests
for the product integrity. The pre-bond and intermediate tests
are unique in the die-level stackings, while pre-package and
post-package tests are essential for all 2D and 3D designs.
In this work, when we consider eliminating the test, we refer
to pre-bond and intermediate tests. The later two tests cannot
be eliminated since the final system functionality should be
guaranteed before marketing.

In addition to testing, wafer/die matching and redundan-
cies sharing between tiers are two major yield enhancement
methods [4, 8, 16, 17, 18]. In the wafer matching method,
the wafer are carefully selected from wafer repositories to
increase the yield. The method of die matchings considers the
redundancy resources to guarantee redundancies are enough
to share between dies. As such, the final compound yield
is increased. The limitations of these studies are that they
diminish the product throughput and current algorithms only
handle the matching between two layers. However, these
mechanisms are orthogonal to our work and can be combined
for further cost saving.



III. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

As demonstrated in Figure 2, when the die yield is high
enough, the pre-bond/intermediate tests can be eliminated for
cost saving. Furthermore, the partially functional die can be
applied to gain more profit for amortizing the cost. However,
various design tradeoffs may affect the cost saving. When
the bonding cost or wafer cost decreases, can the design still
get benefits from the test elimination? What is the die yield
turning point for pre-bond test elimination? How do the size
and arrangement of homogeneous units affect the system cost?
To answer these questions at an early design stage, we propose
and implement a cost benefit analysis framework to select the
cost-efficient design.

Our framework can be depicted in Figure 3. The inputs
contain three parts: the defect mode, cost related parameters,
and the design target.

Defect Mode. The defect mode is used to generate defect
maps for the hierarchical yield model. The information of
defect mode includes wafer defect rate, the defect cluster-
ing degree, and the yields during bonding and packaging.
In our framework, we use the cluster diameter (generated
by clustering algorithms from manufactures) to describe the
clustering degree. At the early design stage, the detailed
cluster size for each wafer cannot be obtained. Therefore,
an estimated average value is enough for the cost evaluation.
In addition to fabrication processes, defects can occur in the
bonding and packaging steps in 3D designs. Wafers need to
be thinned to around 100μm to expose TSVs, which makes
wafers vulnerable to mechanical stresses. Moreover, due to the
manufacturing limitation, the TSV yield is beyond expectation.
Plenty of work has been done to improve the TSV yield with
redundancies [7, 13], which significantly improves the bonding
yield.

Cost Parameters. For 3D integrations, the system cost can
be classified into four categories: wafer cost, bonding cost,
testing cost, and package cost [2, 3]. The wafer cost is the
major contributor to the system cost. The bonding cost is
unique in 3D stacking, which contains the wafer thinning
cost, TSV building cost, and bonding cost. The test cost
includes all recurring and nonrecurring expenses in pre-bond
and intermediate tests. The pre- and post-packaging costs are
captured in the package cost category.

Design Target. The defect tolerance and unit design op-
tions should be given in the design target. As illustrated in
Section IV, the tolerant threshold can significantly influence
the partial yield. Instead of giving the determined design, we
require design options in our framework due to the impact of
unit size and arrangement on the partial yield and die yield.
Take the multi-core design as an example, if a total of 8-issue
width design is needed, we can use four 2-issue width cores
or two 4-issue width cores with different unit and die areas.
Even when the die area is fixed, different unit arrangements
influence the partial yield. For example, if the design of four 2-
issue width cores is selected, placing the cores in 2×2 or 1×4
arrangement results in totally different unit yields. Therefore,
holistic design consideration should be made considering both
the die yield and partial yield.

The main body of the framework takes these three in-
puts and generates the cost-efficient testing and design deci-
sions and the corresponding cost estimation. Multiple testing
schemes are possible for any 3D stacking [1]. For example,
we can choose to test circuit only, interconnect only, or circuit
and interconnect during the intermediate test. In this paper,
we only consider one testing scheme, which is the pre-bond
test for every die and the intermediate test for both device
and interconnect whenever a bonding process is established.
Although only one test scheme is assumed in this work, other
schemes can be easily applied in the framework. The cost
saving of partially functional die is determined by the partial
yield which is influenced by the unit size and arrangement.
Therefore, by varying the unit design, the die yield and partial
yield are updated accordingly until a cost-efficient design
is found. Then the die area is fixed, the die yield can be
calculated from the combination of GNB model and simulation
results or the defect model provided by the manufacture. The
decision that whether performing the pre-bond/intermediate
test or not can be made given the die yield and cost parameters.

After design decisions are determined, the cost evaluation
is performed. According to [3, 19], the cost of a N-layer
D2W stacking can be captured with Equation 2 combining
with the pre- and post-packaging test. In the equation, Cdiei

represents the die cost on tier i, which can be calculated
using Cwafer/Ndiei . Ct, Cb, and Cp are the test cost, bonding
cost, and package cost, respectively. Yp is the package yield
determined after pre- and post-package testings.

CD2W =

(∑N
i=1(Cdiei + Ct)

Ydiei

+ (N − 1)Cb + Cp

)
/Yp

(2)
If pre-bond and intermediate tests are eliminated, the ex-

pression of system cost is shown in Equation 3. Different from
Equation 2, the bonding cost should be considered for every
die (including defective dies). The corresponding compound
yield, which is the multiplication of die yield in each tier, is
applied. In this sense, the system cost for D2W and W2W
stacking are similar. Note that in W2W designs, the die size
in each layer should be the same.

Cnotest =

(∑N
i=1 Cdiei + (N − 1)Cb∏N

i=1 Ydiei

+ Cp

)
/Yp (3)

When the die yield is not high enough or the bonding cost is
relatively large, the test elimination causes significant cost loss.
Therefore, we deduct the system cost equation combining the
test elimination and partially functional die, which is shown
in Equation 4.

Cpartial =

( ∑N
i=1 Cdiei + (N − 1)Cb∏N

i=1(Ydiei + Yp,th(1− Ydiei))
+ Cp

)
/Yp

(4)
The partially functional die can also be applied even when

testings are enabled. In this case, we only need to add the
partial yield to the Equation 2. Combining Equation 2 and 3,
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the turning point of die yield for test elimination is estimated
as follows, assuming the die yield and die cost for each tier
are the same:

CtY
N−1
die ≥ NCdie(1− Y N−1

die ) + (1− Y N
die)(N − 1)Cb (5)

Induced from the equation, the cost parameters (bonding
cost and wafer cost) play an critical role in the turning point.
Therefore, when the test cost is relatively high compared to
the bonding cost and die cost, it would be cost-efficient to
eliminate the pre-bond/intermediate test.

IV. HIERARCHICAL YIELD MODEL

In this section, we describe our hierarchical yield model
that comprises two levels. The first level combines the GNB
model and simulation results for die yield estimation with
the presence of defect clustering. The second level model
estimates the fine-granularity partial yield under the influence
of defect clustering.

Defect clustering representations have been studied by
several work [5, 9, 14]. These models are suitable for the
post-fabrication analysis, but not for cost estimation when the
detailed defect information is unknown.

We consider different wafer defect situations given the wafer
defect rate and defect clustering degree. The result shows
that GNB model underestimates the die yield because of the
inaccuracy in capturing the defect clustering. Therefore, apart
from GNB model, we built a simulation framework to adjust
the die yield estimation according to the defect clustering
degree. The simulation framework generates massive wafer
samples and the corresponding defect maps to mimic the
defect distribution statistically. Combining the simulated yield
(Y (sim)) and GNB yield, the die yield estimation is given by
Ydie = ω1Y (GNB) + ω2Y (sim), where ω is the weighting
parameter to represent the model confidence.

Nevertheless, the first level model is not adequate to de-
termine the system cost when taking partially functional dies
into account. Based on the definition, the partial yield is the
ratio of the workable defective dies to the total defective dies.
The number of reusable defective die depends on the design
expectation, the defect clustering degree, and the unit area.
Intuitively, the larger the unit area is, the higher partial yield
because fewer units may be affected by defects. Meanwhile,

if the defect clustering degree is low, the distribution is more
likely to be random, thus more units will be defective. Based
on the above reasoning, we assume the partial yield Yp,th is
proportional to the unit area Au and inversely proportional
to the clustering degree Cr. The variable th represents the
tolerant threshold (design expectation) that is determined by
designers to represent how many malfunctioned units can be
tolerated. By increasing the threshold, more defective dies can
be used, however, the selling price for the severe defective dies
may be low, which may degrade final profits.

With our simulation framework, the value of Yp,th is sim-
ulated with different defect clustering degrees and tolerant
thresholds as shown in Figure 4. In the simulation, we assume
the aspect ratio of the unit (the ratio of the unit width to
the unit height) is fixed. The defect clustering degree is
represented as the cluster diameter in the unit of mm. We
set three levels of unit size: large, medium, and small, which
means there are 4, 6, and 9 units per die (die size is 50mm2),
respectively. Two tolerant thresholds (1 and 2) are used.

From Figure 4, we can see the partial yield decreases
significantly as the defect clustering degree increases at the be-
ginning, then it increases gradually until stable. The rationale
behind this is that when the defect clustering degree increases
first, it has a higher probability that more units inside the die
(note that the die area is fixed) are affected by the defects.
However, when the clustering degree continuously increases,
the defects are more disperse until they are nearly randomly
distributed in the whole wafer. Therefore, given one die is
defective, the probability that only a certain number of units
(represented by th) are affected is high. In this case, the die
yield is low whereas the partial yield is high. This phenomenon
can be explained through a simple example shown in Figure 5.
We only demonstrate four dies per wafer and four units per die
for simplicity. Even though these two wafers contain the same
number of defects, defects in Figure 5(a) are more scattered,
resulting in a lower die yield. However, inside each die, mostly
only one unit is affected and the partial yield can as high as
75%. For the concentrated defects as in Figure 5(b), the overall
die yield and the partial yield are both high. It can conclude
that the partial yield is influenced by the area ratio between
units and defect clusters, we find the best fitting polynomial
curve to analytically represent Yp,th as the following:

Yp,th = −k1R
3 + k2R

2 − k3R+ k4 (6)
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Fig. 5. Both extremely centralized and extremely scattered defect distribution
result in high partial yield. (a). Scattered defects; (b). Centralized defects.

where R represents the ratio of Au/C
2
r . k1 to k4 denote the

empirical coefficients. The values of k1 to k4 are 0.0006,
0.0160, 0.08, and th/2, respectively, according to the sim-
ulation results in Figure 4. This equation can capture the
partial yield with the maximum error of 7% with various
configurations. The equation is of higher accuracy when the
size of the defect cluster is small.

V. EXPERIMENT AND COST ANALYSIS

In this section, impacts of different design inputs on the
system cost are evaluated. These design inputs include the
variations of design parameters (the die area, unit area, and
unit arrangement), cost parameters1, and the clustering degree.
For each set of experiments, costs in three scenarios are
used for comparison: the basic case, which uses the GNB
yield model with the pre-bond and intermediate test; the non-
testing scenario, which eliminates the pre-bond/intermediate
test and uses the simulation adjusted die yield; and the
partially functional case, which includes both non-testing and
the hierarchical yield. The tolerant threshold is set to 1 and a
two layer face-to-back design is used. The basic configuration
is that the defect cluster radius is fixed as 10mm, the wafer
defect rate as 0.5 defects/cm2, α as 0.5 in GNB model, and the
die area as 50mm2 with four same size units per die. Then a
case study on the multi-core processor design is elaborated and
system costs with different design configurations are analyzed.

A. Impacts of Design Target

In this section, we vary the die area and the unit area to
demonstrate the impact of design target on the final system
cost. There are three variables in the design target: die area,
unit area, and unit count. For each experiment, we fix one
variable and change the values of other two. During the first
experiment, the die area is changed while the number of units

1Arbitrary unit (a. u.) is used for cost values due to the non-disclosure
agreement with our industry partners.
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per die is kept constant. The results of the system cost are
shown in Figure 6(a). Obviously, the larger the die size, the
higher the total die cost. The increasing rates of both basic and
non-testing case are the same, however, the case of partially
functional dies has slower growing rate due to the increased
partial yield when the unit size is large. Therefore, when the
die size and unit size are large, using the partially functional
die can help bias the cost.

Next, we fix the die area and change the unit area and unit
arrangement. The cost with partially functional die is shown
in Figure 6(b). The basic and non-testing costs are not listed
because the die area is not changed in this experiment, leaving
the partial yield the only variable. More number of units per
die means smaller area per unit. When the number of units per
die is fixed, the cost variation between different arrangements
is small, as shown in bar 2*3 (representing the unit row and
unit column) and 3*2. However, when the number of units
per die increases from 4 (2*2) to 9 (3*3), the system cost are
significantly increased. When the tolerant threshold and defect
cluster degree are set, smaller unit means lower partial yield,
because more units may be affected by defects.

In the first experiment, we assume the unit area increases
as the die size increases, whereas the unit count per die keeps
constant. However, to improve the area utilization, designers
are tend to use small unit for packing more units inside one
die. Therefore, we conduct another experiment to evaluate the
system cost with increased die area when the unit size is
fixed (i.e., the unit count increases). The solid line, dash line,
and dotted line in Figure 6(c) show the cost increasing trend
for the basic, non-testing, and partially functional scenarios,
respectively. Compared with the results in Figure 6(a), even
this design has lower partial yield due to smaller unit size
compared to the first experiment, the trends are similar because
the die yield is the dominant factor in cost estimation.

B. Impacts of Cost Parameters and Defect Clustering Degree

The partial yield is dependent on the ratio between unit
size and defect cluster size. Therefore, we fix the unit size
and vary the defect cluster radius to evaluate the system cost
with results shown in Figure 7. As the cluster size becomes
larger, meaning the defects are more random, the non-testing
costs are increasing because more dies are defective and the
die yield is low. In contrast, the costs with partial dies are
decreasing due to the increased partial yield.

Intuitively, the cost parameters influence the final system
cost. In this experiment, the test cost remains unchanged and
the bonding cost and wafer cost are changed to study how
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the cost parameters change the system cost. We reduce the
bonding costs to 30%, 50%, 65%, and 80% of its original
value, respectively, and the wafer costs are reduced to its 50%,
60%, 70%, and 80%, respectively. The results in Figure 8 show
that when the bonding cost is reduced to its 30% and 50%,
the non-testing scenario is more cost-efficient. As the wafer
cost reduces, the non-testing scenario is always overweight the
basic cases because of the reduced die cost.

TABLE I
MULTI-CORE PROCESSOR DESIGN SYSTEM COST COMPARISON

Design Original Cost No Test Cost Partial Cost
Small Design 10.77 11.26 9.74

Medium Design 9.18 8.98 8.18
Large Design 8.47 7.97 7.48

C. System Cost Analysis on Multicore Design

We use a homogeneous multi-core processor design as
a case study and evaluate the SPARC-like core area using
McPAT [11]. Assume a design with a total 16-issue width
is needed. Areas for 2-, 4-, and 8-issue width cores with
private L2 cache are 9.67mm2, 10.31mm2, and 12.53mm2,
respectively. Assume a 2-layer 3D design is selected, there are
three design options: four 2-issue width cores per layer (small
core), two 4-issue width cores per layer (medium core), and
one 8-issue width core per layer (large core). The cost results
are shown in Table I. As expected, when we use the large core,
the die area is the smallest, therefore, the cost is the lowest
due to higher die yield. However, the partial yield is the same
as die yield in this case, there is no significant cost benefit
from the partially functional die. Moreover, when one unit is

defective in this layer, which means the whole large core is
failed, the profit margin becomes negligible. Note that because
medium core and large core designs have smaller die area, the
die yield is therefore high enough for cost savings from the
test elimination. The cost difference between the small core
design and the medium core design is less than 3 units. If the
marketing price of dies losing one small core is 3 more unit
expensive than that of losing one medium core, then the small
core design is more cost-efficient.

VI. CONCLUSION

3D integration provides numerous benefits for future com-
puter architecture designs. However, testing challenges and
high integration cost hinder the commercial adoption of 3D
designs. From the cost analysis with defect clustering, we
find that test elimination can potentially reduce the system
cost. Therefore, a cost benefit analysis framework is built to
provide cost-efficient design options with given design targets.
The corresponding testing elimination and partially functional
die analyses are conduct under the consideration of defect
clustering effects. Simulation studies show the system cost
variation under different design and cost parameters, and the
corresponding design guidelines are given.
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